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About This Game

Play as Seika, a mermaid that awakens in an underwater cave unable to remember what has happened before. The one thing she
does remember is that the evil sirens have created dissonance in the underwater world. Help her defeat the sirens and restore

peace to the once harmonious underwater world.

Key Features

 Rogue-lite gameplay - Challenging difficulty, multiple ways to power-up Seika, featuring procedurally generated
underwater caves.

 15+ items

 15+ enemies/bosses

 4 unique levels

 3 abilities

 4 permanent powerup paths

In the complete version of the game, would like to have 30+ items, 20+ enemies/bosses, 6+ abilities, and at least 5 unique levels
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* Best played with a controller
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Title: Serenade of the Sirens
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Chukobyte
Publisher:
Chukobyte
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8 8.1, 10

Processor: Single Core

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0

Storage: 512 MB available space

Sound Card: Stereo

English
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serenade of the sirens

Surprising good and funny and I don't even like golf, I got 30 hours out of this (completed every achievement).. Got this
included with my Season Pass. Ubisoft, you guys are great. Keep putting out content like this and I'm with you for life.. oh i love
this game :3
15/10. I bought FORM and Twilight Path in a bundle together. I enjoyed the 43 minutes it took me to beat FORM. I think
Twilight Path is a lesser game in several ways.
I found all the story parts of the game pretty boring. It was just me standing there doing nothing until the next teleport point
became available.
In FORM, you just aim and hold the trigger to pull distant objects towards you. In Twilight Path, you do the same, but first you
have to spend 5 seconds holding and releasing both triggers in an annoying minigame. I hated it everytime.
I found these puzzles to be a bit less intuitive. In the beginning you are given the power to basically create a blue lense that can
show hidden information when you look through it. A similar mechanic exists in FORM, but you are given the lense everytime
you need it. In Twilight Path, I think I spent at least 2 minutes on every puzzle that required it just doing things randomly trying
to figure out what I was missing, until I remembered that I had the lense. There was another puzzle that gave me trouble. At
some point you open a chest and basically have to place some dragon balls in the correct slots. Apparently I did not open the
chest far enough. I was able to interact with everything in it, but could not figure out anything about how to solve the puzzle.
After 5 minutes I opened the chest another 10 degrees until it locked and some constellations appeared to give the answers.. This
game is just bad. the art style is pretty good and nice but this game is more of a novelty more than anything. you might find it
the humour in it funny, i didn't unfortunately. I'd recommend skipping on this game.

3\/10. Awesome teaser for a game they're working on. It's very beautiful, has got a wonderful spooky atmosphere, amazing
sound, excellent physics and it's fun to play.
The developers were obviously aiming for perfection, so I was suprised to see one little and easily corrected flaw : the player's
hands are so very plastic. Nevertheless, this is a game I definitely want to play when it's released!!
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Before Resident Evil

There was Alone in The Dark it may of not been better than RE series during the 90s but it was pretty impressive in 1992

Must just find out the keys on this game so the dog thing can stop killing me. I do not reccommend this game. The idea for this
game was great, the features promised was nice, but in the end the game didn't hold up to what it was offering. The play value
was short, and honestly, you just lose your interest after awhile. If you like music games I would rather recommend Audiosurf..
Awsome time passing game and the music is epic. This is basically Holoball, Holopoint and Racket NX in one, with some
differences.

The archery game (Bowshot) is a good workout and it got me exhausted pretty quickly even though I thought I was doing okay
with 30\/40 minutes workouts in Box VR. The game makes you shoot your arrows, dodge and squat. One good thing it has over
Holopoint is the fact that it won't make you quickly spin around 360 degrees, thus getting yourself entangled with the Vive
cable.

Fracture (the one similar to Holoball\/Racket NX) is good fun, although I find it is very difficult to aim the ball where you want
it to go. The first boss had me completely beat. Although I prefer the looks of Racket NX, the problem with that game is the
amount of turning I need to do. If my headset were wireless I would have no issues with that and I wouldn't even bother playing
Fracture, but since I am constrained by a cable, I might wind up playing Fracture more.

Smash is sort of a "3D airhockey" where you use both hands equally and it is actually my favourite of the 3.

I am going to list the 3 games in order of preference:

1. Smash
2. Bowshot
3. Fracture

As I mentioned before, the game doesn't make you spin around but still manages to keep you moving (especially if you play
Bowshot).

My biggest beef is that the game doesn't seem to respect your boundaries for Fracture and Smash. Fracture spawns your ball at
the beginning of each match right outside of your play area. I suppose you can use your left controller to pull it towards you, but
you shouldn't need to. Luckily, while I have no feet space where the ball spawns (my sofa starts there) there is space above it for
my hands to move freely. Other than that I haven't found it problematic, but that is again probably due to the fact that there is a
sofa in front of me (outside my play area) and not a straight wall.

Smash on the other hand, while it is my favourite from a gameplay point of view, has had me hit my bookshelf\/printer two or
three times. That is frustrating, especially since I like that game more than the other two, and since it is using the wider side of
my play area.

My play area is 2.5 x 1.6 m which is a bit bigger than the minimum recommended, although it isn't huge.

Mainly due to the way it treats your space, I give this game a 7\/10. If it handled it better it would be higher. While for some it
might get repetitive, I have found very few VR games with full hand controller support that are more than a one trick pony.
Arcade Saga throws in 3 games into one, which basically means you are paying them \u00a35 each. I view VR as a workout
outlet with the added fun of gaming, and this game serves this purpose well.. this is SOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO Amazing
if your PC is very good USE IT. Heiankyo Alien is fun and fast paced score attack game. It offers a lot of depth with many
ways to score. You can kill aliens, dig up treasures, paint walls, collect power ups, and go for big combos! There are global
leader boards too.

0.6.9:
Small update to fix bug with projectile recharge particles.

Changes:
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 Bug fix

. 0.6.13:
Hello everyone! Just pushing a small update to fix a bug with the "moving blink animation". 0.7.x is still in the works and I'll
continue to push updates to fix bugs and make tweaks.. 0.6.15:
Changes:

 Decreased Seika's inertia for a better "feel".

 Bug Fixes:

 Suna boss would glitch while being attacked when stunned.

 Nina boss delayed door revealed and emerald drop on defeat

. 0.6.14:
Bug Fixes:

 Seika could get stuck when exiting level in rare situations.

 Electric Eel Shock and Eva's Flame didn't do damage. (Broke from adding the mirror item)

. 0.6.19 - Currency Update:
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Small update including tweaks to level generation and coins now representing in game currency. I'm almost to the place where I
want to be before adding more content. I'll give more details in future updates.

Changes:

 Switched in game currency to coins.

 Tweaks to random map generation

. 0.7.0:
Hey everyone! Here is another update for Serenade of the Sirens. The most notable change is Seika's main attack changing from
a close ranged attack to a projectile. I believe this change aligns more with the direction that the game is heading in.

I would like to also make a note that due to upcoming updates, which includes newly added and updated enemies, levels, items,
and end game powerups, there will be at least one save file wipe. I will go in more detail in a future post.

Changes:

 Changed Seika's main attack from close ranged to projectile

 New items that alter attack speed and adds damage to dashing
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 Tweaked Seika's movement

 Lowered overall game volume

. 0.6.3:
Small update to add in shop item descriptions, modify values in clam treasure chest, and bug fixes.

Changes:

 Added in shop item descriptions.

 Removed blue notes from treasure chest pool.

 Bug fixes related to UI and animation.

. 0.6.16:
While I was working on changes to the way levels are procedurally generated, I ran across a bug that I can't believe I didn't
catch. The size of the levels weren't calculated correctly! I'm continuing to work on 0.7.x but in the mean time I've pushed an
update to fix level sizes. Another change includes a slight delay to the enemy shark's attack.

Changes:

 Fixed bug related to level generation size

 Added slight delay to shark's attack
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